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Pat & Mike  
 
“…In the fear and alarm 
You did not desert me 
My brothers in arms 
 
There's so many different worlds 
So many different suns 
And we have just one world 
But we live in different ones…” 
“Brothers in Arms” – Lyrics by Mark Knopfler 
 
For the majority of the late 1970s and early 1980s, I had one or both of a set of twins 
working for me.  Pat and Mike were quite the pair!  Sounds like an old Irish joke, doesn’t 
it?  Their father must have been a budding comedian…  How many Pat & Mike jokes 
have you heard?  They were identical twins, and on first inspection, completely 
interchangeable.  However, as one grew to know them, they were as different as two 
people could be!  I became very fond of both of them, though it was often difficult if both 
were on the same crew.  They both became competent surveyors, however each of them 
thought of himself as slightly more competent than his brother.  For example, a 
conversation often sounded like this: 
 
Bill: “Hey Pat, will you move this backsight down to the last intersection monument?” 
 
Pat:  “Mike, take this backsight down to that last intersection mon.” 
 
Mike: “Didn’t Bill just ask you to do that? 
 
Pat: “And I’m asking you to do it!” 
 
(Ad infinitum) 
 
Having both twins on the same crew made for some very long days, and obviously I 
preferred to work with one or the other!  The following are several true Pat and Mike 
stories I would like to share with you. 
 
Interchangeable Twins 
 
Ahh!  Pat and Mike!  Reminds me of an old Tracy & Hepburn movie of the same name.  
It’s fair to ask why Pat always got top billing.  “Mike & Pat” just doesn’t quite have the 
same pizzazz.   



 
One time Pat had his driver’s license revoked for a speeding ticket.  He had already been 
cited several times for speeding, as he was only about 20 at the time, and simply couldn’t 
seem to keep his foot out of his hot Camaro convertible.   No problem!  He simply went 
down to the Department of Licensing and requested a duplicate license for Mike.  Same 
address, birth date, height, weight, hair and eye color, etc.  He paid a nominal fee of 
about five dollars for a duplicate license, and was once again on his way!  Their last name 
has been purposely withheld for obvious reasons!   
 
One summer, Mike was working for me and Pat was working at another company for a 
party chief he didn’t like very well.  One night, they decided it would be fun to switch 
places at work the next day.  Next day, a Friday, Pat came to work with me, and Mike 
went to work at Pat’s job.  I immediately knew what was up, and Pat & I had a fun and 
memorable day, although I was later told the other party chief never even had a clue!    
 
Not Interchangeable  
 
Our firm had aerially mapped thousands of acres for a huge proposed dam in northeastern 
Colorado.  Most of that area was pretty wide open and the photogrammetrist could see 
the ground very well.  There were however, several dense pockets of brush along the 
river in areas of critical interest that required detailed ground topography.  Mike & I were 
designated for this work.  The morning of the first day, we were exposed to something, 
and to this day I still do not know what it was!  Apparently, there was some plant 
localized to that area that made Mike break out in a rash, his face swelled up, and he 
began having trouble breathing.  We quickly bailed, and I rushed him into town and took 
him to the emergency room.  He was promptly treated for a severe allergic reaction, 
though it remained unclear what exactly had caused it.  After Mike recuperated, he was 
reassigned to other duties, and Pat & I completed the supplemental topo in subsequent 
days with no adverse effects.   
 
Aspen  
 
Pat and I had worked all week on a design survey for a proposed street improvement 
project on West Main Street in Aspen, Colorado.  Thursday afternoon, we completed the 
topography.  All that remained for Friday were the dips of the sanitary & storm 
structures.  Naturally, we celebrated our near completion of another successful project 
with a nice dinner and a night on the town.  Pat was a handsome young man in his early 
twenties, though likely somewhat less worldly than the young ladies he encountered that 
evening.  To be tactful, he had an extremely frustrating night and was rejected more than 
once. 
Next morning, we were all about finishing up and returning to Denver.  Pat cracked the 
first sanitary manhole, and then lay down in the street so he could see down into the dark.  
He stuck his head way down in, got the measure downs, stood up and loudly exclaimed 
for all to hear, “Hey Bill, they were right!  Their shit doesn’t stink!” 
 
Pleasant surveying! 


